
Full Stack Software Engineer
Salary: Commensurate with experience + Benefits

Company

Required (High Proficiency):

● 4+ years experience
● Java/Spring/Hibernate
● Angular
● Integrating w/ RDBMS's (PostgreSQL, etc.)
● Frequent third-party API integration

experience

Desired

● ElasticSearch
● Event Driven Architectures

Goodshuffle Pro is business operations & e-commerce software for the events industry. It 
manages our vendors' quotes, contracts, sales pipeline, customer communications, inventory 
management, reporting and more. Our vendors and their staff live and breathe within this 
application to make their entire business run.

Description

If you know how to build and ship products that people love, you belong at Goodshuffle.

We're on the lookout for an entrepreneurial developer that is capable of rapidly moving new 
feature sets forward while having the foresight to pay down existing technical debt and keep the 
overall code base lean and maintainable. You should be a full-stack developer comfortable with 
angular driven front-ends, robust service layers, querying RDBMS’s and integrating with
third-party API’s. You will work towards expanding/modifying an existing service layer while 
implementing relatively complex Angular controllers. Understanding of event driven architectures 
is a plus.

Aside from solid technical chops, you should be capable of contributing to our technical decision 
making process: discovering options, analyzing trade-offs, and finding the balance between 
easy, diffcult, simple, and complex. You should be comfortable defending your technical 
decisions and capable of constructively asking others to defend theirs.

You'll be working directly with the CTO making an immediate, product-visible impact



● Full Health Care (including Dental, Vision)
● Unlimited PTO
● 401k (with matching)
● Commuter Benefits ($100/mo)
● WFH Flexibility (depending on tenure and target hitting)
● Passionate, caring, and enthusiastic coworkers (We’ve been called one of DC’s best

places to work!)

To Apply:

Goodshuffle Pro has been named one of DC’s Best Places to Work! If you’d like to join us, we 
recommend reviewing our website and our company values, then sending your resume and 
cover letter directly to Karen@goodshuffle.com. We encourage applicants of every race, 
color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, 
genetics, disability, age, or veteran status and are committed to an environment of equity and 
inclusion.

Benefits:




